Curaflex® 5.5002
NON-PRESSING WATER

PIPE SLEEVES


Flange plate with sleeve for penetrations

Use in front of the wall / on the ceiling

For use with tanking membranes or thick coating		
(black tank)

With fixed and loose flange and additional bonding/
mounting flange

Ideal for insulated structures

Dichtigkeitsprüf.
22 1618 296-01-5K
MPA NRW

Subject to technical changes. Some illustrations include accessories.

D-MT-1-903

PRODUCT ADVANTAGES

Specially manufactured steel pipe sleeve with integrated
fixed and loose flange (loose flange split) and additional
bonding/mounting flange

Design allows for easy incorporation of insulation

Can be manufactured individually for planned insulation
thickness

Integration of an additional sealing level possible

Optimally designed inner wall for holding the Curaflex®
gasket insert
TECHNICAL DETAILS

With fixed and loose flanges and bonding flange in accordance with DIN 18195/DIN 18533

Gas and water-tight

Depending on the tanking membrane, installed with Curaflex® packings (1775) arranged on both sides where there
is thin and hard film, or accessories where there is a thick
coating (1776): Sanding of the contact surfaces of the fixed
and loose flange
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Standard lengths
L1 [mm]
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Further material combinations and dimensions available upon request.

MATERIAL

GGV triple corrosion protection coating; optionally made
of stainless steel 1.4301 (V2A) or 1.4571/1.4404 (V4A)

Contact surfaces sanded where a thick coating is yet to be
applied

Delivery includes fixing material for solid walls

ACCESSORIES (OPTIONAL)*

D5 D1

Curaflex® packings (1775) for thin, hard films
Accessories for thick coating
Punch for thick coating
* see corresponding section
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L1
Variant: Curaflex® 5.5002 and Curaflex
Nova® Uno for insulated roofs

